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1. Introduction 
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Taking the derivative of(4, and substituting into (3) and grouping 

terms results in a homogeneous equation (5) with constant coefficient;-
which describes a damped harmonic oscillator. The last term U the 
forcing function generated by the energy feedback. It is now obvious 
that the energy feedback*atts on the i term which determines the rate 
of damping. 
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Initially the SLC Damping Rings accomplished Robinson insta
bility damping by operating the RF accelerating cavities slightly de
tuned. In order to be able to run the cavities tuned and achieve damp
ing for Robinson instability and synchrotron oscilUtiona al injection 
an active feedback system has been developed. This paper describes 
the theoretical basis for Lhe feedback system and the development of 
the hardware. Extensive measurements of the loop response includ
ing stored beam were performed. Overall performance of Lhe system 
is also reported, 

2 . Feedback Model Development 

To develop a reliable, well understood synchrotron feedback sys
tem* a mathematical model representing the system was developed. 
The approach was to use frequency domain methods which allowed 
classical feedback theory to analyze loop performance and stability. 

Equation (1) is an energy balance equation modified to include 
a term for the feedback energy.1 Feedback energy is the change in 
electron (or positron) energy produced by phase shifting the RF in 
the accelerating cavities. 
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jr=- [Vo + A$eVp cos c V Vn -4&o-=r + A$ /e* ;co»$ , | (U 
Eo 

steady Kate electron energy - ring design energy 
energy deviation from Eo 
time required for electron to orbit storage ring once 
energy radiated each orbit = energy' gained in RF 

cavities each orbit 
e = electron charge 

V̂  = total peak gap voltage in RF cavities 
£ 0 ; - phase shift imposed on RF accelerating field by the 

feedback system 
<t>, = synchronous phase of electron with respect to cavity RF 

&<p = electron phase variations about •>, 
Relating phase deviations about d> to energy deviations3 is Eq. (2) 

d t 
jf&4 s -Wflf-a^" (2) 

where 
URF = frequency of storage ring RF, and 

a = momentum compaction factor. 
The system differential equation is next derived from the coupled 

Eqs- (1) and (2). If one were to feed back with a signal proportional 
to the phase of the electron buncb one would eliminate the *JE& term. 
Doing this shows that the resulting forcing function acts on the Ac! 
term of tbe resulting homogeneous equation. This would change the 
synchrotron frequency and not improve damping. One could, ill the
ory, differentiate this signal for use in the feedback system but it is 
always desirable to keep differentiators out of feedback systems since 
they have increasing gain for increasing frequency and tend to add 
Dcise. 

Feeding back with a signal proportional to the energy deviation 
requires the elimination of the AcV terms in (1) and (2), resulting in 

4iVo .. . faJftfoeV^cos^j _ AflyeVptos^, 
EQTQ £QTQ 

Since we are feeding back on a signal proportional to beam energy 
error 

&4>, = GKiKd<s (4) 
where 

G = amplifier gain 
Kt = phase shifter sensitivity 
Ki = energy detector sensitivity 

'^-E^* 
(3) 

t/7V = damping time constant = 2Va/EaTe 

&t = synchrutror frequency 
= [d/JEoTo KFafVp c o s * , ] 1 ' 2 

Taking the Laplace transform of {&) and solving for the ratio of 
c(j ) /e /U) gives us an open loop transfer function. Modifying this 
function to include the fill time effect of the RF accelerating cavity 
requires adding a first order pole to the transfer function. The calcu
lation of the cavjty fill time it as follows: 

T'=ZZ$T) ( 6 ) 

where 
QQ = Cavity unloaded Q 26.800 

0 s Cavity coupling fac.-: • = 2.46 
The related pole frequency for the SLC uamping ring cavities is 46 kHz. 

Modifying the transfer function (o include the effect of this new 
pole gives the desired open loop transfer function, K(s) 

m 
W + (2/r, 

Using the open loop transfer function (7) a root locus plot can be 
made to determine system stability. A system with open loop response 
described by the transfer function K(s) has a closed loop response T(s) 
related to K(s) as follows 

H*) = «•(*)/<!+«*(«)) <«) 
Instability is related to the roots of 1 + K(s) = 0. Tor zero gain 

these roots are situated at the poles of H'(s), but as the gain is in
creased they follow a contour which leads them to the zeroes of K(s). 
Making a root locus plot of (7) revealed that we did indeed have a 
stable system but could only decrease the damping time by a factor of 
two. For further improvement additional compensation was required. 
Lead compensation was designed into tbe feedback amplifier which ef
fectively removed the pole caused by the cavity fill time. The resulting 
root locus plot (Fig- 1) shows that for increasing gain, damping time 
decreases until critical damping is reached. This is the desired result. 

3 . Hardware Development 

Once it was established that an energy error detector was to be 
used to provide the feedback error signal, a suitable detector had to 
be developed. Energy error is related to the radial position of the 
beam through tbe momentum compaction factor and the amount of 
dispersion where the beam position is measured. 

The chosen energy error detector (Fig- 2) is composed of several 
parts. Two stripline Beam Position Monitors (BPM) electrodes pro
duce impulses induced by the beam with amplitudes proportional to 
the electrode distance from the beam and also to the beam intensity. 
The individual BPM strips used are on opposite sides of the beam pipe 
but are skewed 45" below the horizontal plane. This topology reduces 
heating by beam interception and synchrotron radiation interception. 
Tbe impulses from the two BPM electrodes travel 80 meters through 
low-loss coaxial cables into two separate envelope detectors. 
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Fig. I. Hool Jo>'!is plot oft ' ! ' ' feedback system 

Fig. '2. Energy error detertor schematic. 
F.iich envelope detector consists of an attenuator, termination, hoi 

carrier detector diode, charge storage capacitance, bleed orT resistor 
and output buffer. The at tenuator is selected lo provide a 10 V peak 
impulse when S x 1 0 1 0 electrons are stored. The diode conducts when 
the impulse voltage exceeds the voltage stored in the capacitance. The 
bleed »fF resistor allows the stored voltage to drop at a rate which 
slightly exceeds the maximum sle* rati* of the synchrotron signal. 
Kadi envelope detector is buffered with a high input impedance unity 
gain buffer. 

The output of each envelop* detector is subtracted in a unity gain 
differential amplifier- Taking the difference increases the detectors 
horizontal sensitivity while reducing vertical sensitivity. The result 
ing signal i.x proportional tn radial beam position and beam intensity. 
Tin- effect of increasing beam intensity is to increase ihe sensitivity 
of th»* detector and in turn increasing the loop gain. This results in 
decreasing the damping lime of the synchrotron oscillations. 

The nexr component loop is the feedback amplifier (Fig. 3). The 
amplifier not only provides an adjustable loop gain but also compcn 
sate* for the first order pole introduced by the cavity fill time. A zero 
in the frequency response placed ai 45 kHz cancels the cavity pole. 
The pole associated with tins compensation is at 8 MHz and does not 
affect the loop performance. A wide band current mode operational 
amplifier w » used for the feedback amplifier to minimize phase- shift 
as the loop gain was varied. 

The output of the feedback amplifier drives an electronic phase 
shifter 1 The phase shift arross the device is linearly proportionally tin* 
applied control voltage A 10 V change in the control voltage produce* 
a I Mr* phase shift. The phase shifter used for the synchrotron feediWk 
loop I1- fast critiiig.il tn allow modulation frequencies of several MHK 
This insured that the loop dynamic at the synrhrolrnn frequency 

would not be altered by additional poles. The phase shifter is located 
in the drive line io the klystron whj<i), hi turn, supplies tin* power U»: 
the RF accelerating field in the ca imes. 

The t 'HF klystron has a specified bandwidth of 10 Ml!; . A-
v.:ih ihe phase shifter, ihe poles associated with the khs imn an* "A-
decade-, above the synchrotron frequency ,m*\ d<- not *'(!**<• i the fe<-<i 
bark k'Op 

"02 kHz 
Band P^ss F-nef 

Kig. 3. Feedback amplifier .-.chematu 
A bandpass filter was added to the system to insure thai low 

frequency components of the feedback signal would not interfere with 
an existing beam extraction pha>e feedback system and also to reduce 
high frequency system noise. The filter was designed to have a Jl.it 
phase and amplitude response over nearlj two decades centered ai tin* 
100 kHz synchrotron frequency. 
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Fig •! System block diagram figure. 

Each major component of the feedback system has nou been de 
scribed. Figure 4 shows the system configuration. 

4 . L o o p T e s t i n g M e t h o d s 

The response of various sections of the loop in the frequency do 
main was measured and compared lo the predicted response from the 
model. Measurements were made with a HP 3577A low frequency net
work analyzer, data was recorded in the form of Uode plots. A fort ran 
program was written to produce Node plots based on the loop mode] 
which could be directly compared to the measured loop responses. 

To measure the RF cavity response the network analyzers swept 
reference signal was applied to the phase shifter in the drive to the 
klystron. The resulting variations in the cavity ftefd were meaxurvd by 
a phase detector monitoring the phattf across the cavity. The response 
of the klystron and the phase shifter is imbedded in this measurement 
and all subsequent down stream measurements. Since their aasoci 
ated pole frequencies are nearly two decades above the synchrotron 
frequency, they do not affect our measurements up t o a decade a bote 
the synchrotruii frequency. 

The response of the beam itself could only be measured with the 
help of the RF system to modulate the beam energy and the energy 
error detector to measure the response. So both the cavity response 
and the energy error detector response are imbedded in the o\erall 
beam response measurement Since the response of the cavin ami 
drive system was already known, the response of the beam and lie' 
detector could bf extracted from the measurement. Knowing the form 
of the beam respum-e allowed I hi* final evlrnction of the energy error 
detectors response. 
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Yhe freijueiify r**[H>ii-r uf \\u- WdS.uk .uiiplifb*r and tin- bandpa.-» 
filter wrrf al,\o measured Tht* freipn-nrv of the zero in the auiplihn> 
roponse and the f'.it pha.-"' re>po:iif of the Slter *ere verified 

Hie in:ai open loop response wa* rt)p«tsured b> applying ill" *urpi 
rerVreiice frcq'.NHjLS to tin- kkMron d t iw pha.-.e shifter uhiie the ?:UM 
sur.'.l signal wa* simpU the output from tho feedback amplifier !h 
u^iiiii the d*'scritif<l nieasiifoniPHT proa>dureh, some unexpi'ded pml) 
I*--SIB — WtTP klt'lllttifil 

5. S y s t e m Tes t R e s u l t s 

1 he rer-pntiM' "f the prot««i>pe CIUTKV error deU'C.or wo* UMrd 
ii.'i ihi* datnp.Hi: ;;ii£ wi'h A Mored b»a:n The intfiMjred data d;d 
no? match whiit our ry.o.!t\ h<id p r rd in rd The ini,ft»urriiH*ii:s d:d 
show :1M- t '\^rt 'irtl .«: v (» . itw (KM order cavit> pote at V» kH>. 
and ih*' second order beam n^oiiaiirp At the synchrotron frv<|iif*nr> 
Additionally an other [>(•!'• and an exponentially bit Teasing pha.se lap 
appeared near thp Miichroiron fn^uenrv. 

Tin* additional pi.lr was Trarpil to the energy error detiTior Tin' 
pfn-itiv*' impedance of !!:»• [-..>: carr^r diode driven liy tin1 Itl'M itn 
p\,be- w&i measured to be 17 k!i Tl,is impedance 'a> a fiitictmn I-I 
iri.- diode inductance ami vn!.4i r 'vi^a.me The charpe Mnraci1 rap.ir 
iirtir-.' initially used wa* about JU pr This <apaiitanre ami die diod.-
impedance created a pole HI th*1 respond- at 170 kHz. very rlo.-r in tin-
synchrotron frequency. In the n-M version of ihe (Interior ih« * pr 
input capacitance of the uin;> ^iin buffer amplifier became th" chare--
storage clement The layout of tin- dKprlur wa& optimized to tiinnnnze 
parasitic capaola;irc. Tb*v>e nmdi'if ation* moved the pole as-'KM'.^i* 
ui lh the defector '.;p lc; about ti Mil / 

1 he Pxponenti&Uy iiirrra.->in|i phase lag was dut* to system d»*!.v-
The electronics for the feedback ' . w e m i> located abous .SO HU-NT-
from the damping; rinps Th" cable dela>s aiotie added 2L1° of ph :w 
lag at 100 kHz. To help rompensatp for tins the zero in the amplifier 
response was nio\<?il down from 45 kHz to '20 kHz. In the futun 1 it I1-
planned to reluratc the RF stations dirpctU over the damping rin^^. 
wb'tb will substamiaily redur*' the amount of system delay. 

With the above modifications made to ihe hardware and the dlelaj 
eleir.ent add^d to the rarxiel. good correlation between the moiU-1 and 
the rtieasured tot*I open !f»op response was obtained (Fig 5). 

Fi^. 6. Synchrotron o.scdUin>iis at injection (onp 
open and knip closed 

At tins point the feedback loop was rlo.sed and tin- e* 
t h e d a t i i p i u ^ l u n r of t in ' s y u r l i r n l r o r i nsr'ill.tl n m s U.L-- rin' 
KJU^TV 7 show> that tin1 dAinp-iii: trim- (ouhi b«- m i n e d d 
i<-aJ!> DeluiHTifj uf the HI-' a* < !'kr.umn t',i\ itn-s ^ .v no 
nec*'>.-ar). lo roii'rol Itol'i:i<(,ni s iti^i.iti.;i'_\ Opp'atjiiK :\ iw 
reMJiiatu'f i[icr*'d.sed the amount <d rttiAjurfUU- fi*p \olt.v<'- b_v J 
lated to ih*- COM HP of the previnti*. tb'tutuli); aliftb' i>f -tOl 

h was found that if thr gain w,u. TAIM-II to t h r pimit of 
damping, the beam would bf-ninu' nn^t.iblc 1 to 2 mv ,iftr-r (In 
.iv-fichrrttmn f).sril]aiii'ii-. w-t'r*- da.'ijj)>'ij Th*- < -iii-<' of Ihi- pJo'i.-
i> nnl uiidtT-otiHid a' tl.-- pri'M-lil Iili:»- but ;:i,i\ !»>• rr|,i'.<-d 1" 
stantial atnoiiiit i»f ^vr-tr::! ilr\,\\ rrdurint; t*;:r phase iiKirei:. 1 
:!IP loop is (ipfjatfij at a low..-: t.t;:. uhiil . ronlmK tin- <M 
Aiihout iIK- nisial>dit> pr<d>!<Mu 
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Fig 5. Cavit>, bfftjn and fiifrgy rrror detector r*,,spi..!>-
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This report was prepared as an account of *ork sponsored by an agency of the UniLed States 
Government. Neither the United States Government oor any agency thereof, nor any of tbeir 
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi
bility for the accuracy, complcteaess, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or 
process disclosed, or represents that Us use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
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manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom
mendation, or favoring by the United Stales Government or any agency thereof. The views 
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United States Government or any agency thereof* 


